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Abstract 

Purpose: Habit-based interventions are a novel and emerging strategy to help reduce excess weight in 

individuals with overweight or obesity. This systematic review and meta-analysis aims to determine 

the efficacy of habit-based interventions on weight loss. 

Methods: We identified potential studies through electronic searches in February 2019. Included 

studies were randomized /quasi randomized controlled trials comparing weight loss interventions 

founded on habit-theory with a control (active or non-active) and enrolled adults with overweight or 

obesity (body mass index ≥25kg/m2).  

Results: Five trials (630 participants) met our inclusion criteria. After the intervention period (range 

8-14 weeks), weight loss was modest but statistically different between groups (1.4kg [95% 

confidence interval 0.5, 2.3; P = 0.004]) favoring habit-based interventions. Intervention groups 

averaged 2.5kg weight loss (range 1.7 to 6.7kg) compared with control 1.5kg (range 0.4 to 5.8kg) and 

were 2.4 times more likely to achieve clinically beneficial weight loss (≥5% weight reduction).  

Conclusions: Average weight losses in adults with overweight and obesity using habit-based 

interventions appear to be of clinical benefit. There were statistically significant differences in weight 

loss between habit-based interventions and controls, post-intervention. Longer studies powered to 

examine at least 12-month follow-up are required to more accurately determine the role of habit-based 

interventions on long-term weight loss maintenance. 
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Background 

Given the increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity, and the lack of consistent long-term 

weight loss success (Curioni & Lourenceo, 2005; Montesi et al, 2016), the scope of research to 

explore novel strategies for effective intervention has broadened. A synthesis and comparison of these 

emergent weight management strategies is essential. 

There is overwhelming evidence that in individuals with overweight and obesity, modest weight loss 

of ≥5% reduction in body weight is associated with significant health benefits, especially when 

maintained over time (Avenell et al, 2004; NHMRC, 2013). Recent studies have demonstrated the 

potential for habit-based interventions to positively influence health behaviors and reduce excess 

weight (Cleo et al, 2017; Lally et al, 2010; McGowan et al, 2013). Habits are automatic behaviors 

which have been triggered in response to a contextual cue (Kwasnicka et al, 2016). Habits are formed 

by repeatedly performing a behavior in a consistent context; this creates a mental association between 

the behavior and the context (Neal et al, 2006). The reinforcement of this context-behavior association 

creates an easily accessible response in our memory, such that alternative behaviors become less 

accessible (Gardner, 2014). Eventually, the mere perception of the context automatically triggers the 

responding behavior. Unlike lifestyle behaviors, which require deliberative and intentional thought, 

habitual behaviors are subconscious reactions that were initially instigated with intention but now are 

performed mindlessly (e.g., eating popcorn at the cinema or lunch at midday) (Rothman et al, 2009). 

Habit formation involves a gradual shift in cognitive control from intentional to automatic processes 

(Nilsen et al, 2012). Daily eating and exercise behaviors largely consist of mindless, automatic habits 

as are triggered by common cues such as time of day, location or preceding action (Van’t Reit et al, 

2011). These automatic behaviors occur without reflective decision making and increase with 

repetition of the behavior. Since habitual behavior is detached from motivational or volitional control 

(Gardner, 2016), habits are more likely to override intention in predicting behavior; the frequency of 

past behavior plays a significant role in predicting future behavior (Danner et al, 2008; Ji MF & 

Wood, 2007).  
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Habit-based interventions will generally include an ‘initiation’, ‘learning’ and ‘stability’ phase 

(Gardner et al, 2012). Habit formation begins with an ‘initiation phase’, during which the new chosen 

behaviour and the context in which that behaviour will be performed are selected; for example, ‘eat a 

piece of fruit with breakfast’, or ‘go for a 30-minute walk at 7am’. Automaticity develops in the 

subsequent ‘learning phase’, during which the behaviour is repeated in the chosen context to 

strengthen the context-behaviour association (self-monitoring through a habit tracker is beneficial 

[Burke, 2011]). Finally, habit formation is accomplished in the ‘stability phase’, at which the 

behaviour persists over time with minimal conscious thought or effort (Gardner et al, 2012). 

Interventions that are founded on habit-change theory may therefore be important for weight-

management as habitual behaviors are elicited automatically and are as a result, likely to be 

maintained (Duhigg, 2013; Lally et al, 2011).  

This systematic review and meta-analysis is the first to assess the efficacy of habit-based weight loss 

interventions on weight loss outcomes. Our primary objective is to determine the efficacy of habit-

based interventions on weight reduction in adults with overweight and obesity. Secondary outcomes 

are to determine: 1) the efficacy of habit-based interventions on weight loss maintenance in adults 

with overweight and obesity compared with control; 2) the proportion of participants achieving 

clinically beneficial weight loss and weight loss maintenance (≥5% total body weight loss) and; 3) 

subgroup analysis comparing habit-based interventions with active and non-active controls. 

 

Methods 

Data sources and searches 

An experienced medical librarian conducted electronic searches within five databases, PubMed, 

Embase, CINAHL, Cochrane CENTRAL and Web of Science, in February 2019. Key search terms 

used were: habit (formation or disruption or based or breaking or break) and weight loss (or weight 

control or weight reduction). The systematic review protocol registration and search strategy are 
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provided in the supplementary File 1 and File 2 respectively. A manual search through reference lists 

of included studies and other relevant articles was also performed. No language restrictions or 

publication dates were applied.  

Studies included in this review were randomized or quasi-randomized. These studies used habit-based 

weight-loss interventions that focused specifically on habit-change as the conceptual theory; 

therefore, habit-change was the primary strategy for behavior change and subsequent weight loss. 

Habit-based interventions included explicitly forming new habits (through triggered repetition of the 

desired behavior), breaking old habits (through intentional routine/trigger disruption), or both. 

Randomized studies were eligible if they 1) enrolled participants with overweight or obesity defined 

as BMI ≥25.0kg/m2; 2) included participants over 18 years of age; 3) included a control group; and 4) 

reported quantified weight change outcomes at post-intervention.  

 

Study selection and data extraction 

All studies were screened independently against eligibility criteria by two reviewers. Screening of 

titles, abstracts and full-texts was conducted using EndNote X7.2.1. Articles that did not meet 

inclusion criteria were excluded. If uncertainty existed, the full text article was reviewed. The same 

two reviewers independently extracted and recorded data in pre-piloted data extraction forms. 

Disagreements were resolved by consensus and discussion. Extracted data included study design, 

setting, participant characteristics, intervention and comparator characteristics and weight change 

outcomes. If there were inadequate data for a given outcome, the corresponding author was contacted 

via e-mail at least twice and the data were requested. This manuscript followed the PRISMA 2009 

Checklist (available in the Supplementary Material).  
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Quality assessment 

Risk of bias of included studies was independently assessed by two reviewers using the Cochrane 

Collaboration Risk of Bias tool (Higgins & Green, 2011). Additionally, we uploaded included studies 

to RobotReviewer (www.robotreviewer.net/) to confirm accuracy of manual risk of bias assessment. 

To enhance the usability of this review, we extracted and reported summaries of the main intervention 

components for each study using the items from the Template for Intervention Description and 

Replication (TIDieR) checklist (Hoffmann et al, 2017). 

 

Data analyses 

Data were analyzed using available cases in Review Manager 5.3 (The Cochrane Collaboration, 

2014). For analyses of weight change, between group mean differences were extracted or calculated 

per group, from baseline to post-intervention (primary outcome) and from baseline to last available 

follow-up (secondary outcome). The proportion of participants achieving ≥5% total body weight 

reduction (clinically important weight loss) was extracted from reported data and presented as a risk 

ratio comparing intervention with control. We conducted subgroup analyses to examine mean 

differences in weight change between the intervention groups and active compared with non-active 

controls. We also conducted post-hoc subgroup analyses comparing mean differences in interventions 

which used only forming habits as their theoretical basis compared with interventions that used 

forming habits in combination with breaking habits. If multiple follow-up assessments were reported, 

the last available follow-up (i.e., longest duration from baseline) was used.  

 

Effect size heterogeneity 

The I2 statistic was used to assess variability in effect size among studies (heterogeneity). We 

expected statistically significant heterogeneity due to methodological differences in the studies, 

including variations in study duration and intervention characteristics. A random effects model was 

therefore used to synthesize the data. There were too few studies to explore the impact of study 
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variables on heterogeneity using meta-regression analysis; therefore, we described the differences in 

methods, duration and intervention characteristics in narrative and tabular form. 

 

Results 

The systematic search identified 730 potentially relevant studies (Figure 1). Of these, 229 were 

duplicates. Therefore, 501 titles and abstracts were screened for eligibility; 490 did not meet inclusion 

criteria. Of the 11 full text articles assessed, 2 were excluded as they were duplicates or preliminary 

findings of the included studies, 2 because the intervention used was not habit-based, and 2 because 

the study was not randomized (study details provided in supplementary file [See Supplementary Table 

1 for descriptive data of excluded studies]). Five articles were included in the analyses.  

 

Study characteristics  

The studies reported results from Australia (Cleo et al, 2018), USA (Carels et al, 2011; Carels et al, 

2014) and UK (Beeken et al, 2017; Lally & Gardner, 2013). Most studies were conducted in 

university clinics (Carels et al, 2011; Carels et al, 2014; Cleo et al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008) and one 

study in a primary care setting (general practice clinics) (Beeken et al, 2017). The five studies 

included 630 participants (study size ranged from 43 to 383), with a pre-intervention mean body 

weight, ranging from 90 to 109kg (BMI 31-38kg/m2), mean age ranged from 44 to 66 years and all 

studies reported a majority of female participants, 66-80%. Table 1 displays the included studies and 

their characteristics.  

 

Interventions  

Studies based their interventions on forming new habits (Ten Tops Tips) (Beeken et al, 2017; Cleo et 

al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008), breaking old habits (Do Something Different) (Cleo et al, 2018), or a 
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combination of both (Transforming Your Life) (Carels et al, 2011; Carels et al, 2014) (Table 1). One 

study (Cleo et al, 2018) compared two different interventions (one which formed new habits and the 

other broke old habits) with a control group. There were no significant differences in weight loss and 

weight loss maintenance between the two habit-based interventions groups. Therefore, we grouped 

the intervention results together for the primary and secondary outcome measures.  

Ten Top Tips (TTT): based on habit-formation theory, TTT encouraged daily repetition of ten 

behaviors, proposed to create a negative energy balance and subsequent weight loss. The behaviors 

(tips), included: keep to a meal routine; eat reduced fat foods; walk 10,000 steps a day; pack a healthy 

snack; check food labels; watch portion sizes; stand up for 10 minutes in every hour; choose low 

calorie drinks; be mindful when eating, and; eat 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day. To encourage 

habit development, participants were advised to plan ahead to effectively incorporate the tips into 

their daily routines and repeat the behaviors in a consistent context. Participants were encouraged to 

repeat as many of the tips as they could, every day for the intervention period (8-12 weeks).  

 

Do Something Different (DSD): focused on increasing participants’ behavioral flexibility by breaking 

daily habits purported to play a role in unhealthy dietary and exercise behaviors. Participants were 

sent an unpredictable task to perform, via text message and/or email, three to four times a week. The 

tasks required them to do something different to expand their behavioral repertoire and were not diet 

or exercise related. Examples include: ‘drive a different way to work today’, ‘choose a charity or local 

group to help’ or ‘write a short story on any subject’. 

 

Transforming Your Life (TYL): used environmental modification to promote the formation of new, 

healthy habits (through development of predictable and sustainable weight-loss related routines), as 

well as disruption of old, unhealthy habits (by changing established routines that support unhealthy 

habits). Individuals were taught to create their personal food and exercise environment in a manner 

that minimizes unhealthy eating and sedentary behavior cues, maximizes healthy eating and exercise-

related cues, and encourages automatic responding to goal-related cues. Each week, selected 
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environmental factors that have been empirically recognized to influence eating (e.g. visibility, 

variety, serving utensils, abundance, and convenience) were systematically targeted for modification. 

 

Intervention duration ranged from 8 to 14 weeks and follow-up 6 to 24 months. Control groups in the 

included studies were either, active (non-habit-based weight loss programs [Carels et al, 2011; Carels 

et al, 2014] and lifestyle advice with or without community referral [Beeken et al, 2017]) or non-

active (wait list [Cleo et al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008]).  

 

Weight change  

Primary outcome. Participants who completed a habit-based intervention, ranging between 8 and 14 

weeks, weighed on average 1.4kg lighter than the control participants at post-intervention (Figure 2). 

Intervention participants achieved an overall average weight loss of 2.5kg (range 1.7 to 6.7kg) 

compared with the 1.5kg mean loss of control participants (range 0.4 to 5.8kg). Weight loss was 

significantly different between intervention and control groups (mean difference -1.4kg [95% CI -2.3, 

-0.5; P = 0.004]). 

As expected, there was a statistically significant heterogeneity among studies post-intervention (I2 = 

71%). Statistical exploration of heterogeneity was unable to be conducted due to a small number of 

included studies. However, as a sensitivity analysis, we removed Cleo et al, 2018 and Lally et al, 2008 

from the forest plot as they were the only two studies which used wait-list control groups instead of 

active-controls. When we removed these two studies, the I2 was 0%. We therefore suspect 

heterogeneity between studies was due to the difference in the use of active and non-active control 

groups. 

 

Secondary outcomes. Three of the five studies measured weight loss maintenance in both the 
intervention and control groups at follow-up and were included in a meta-analysis (Beeken et al, 
2017; Carels et al, 2011; Carels et al, 2014). All control groups included in the meta-analysis were 
active. After a 6-24-month follow-up, weight loss maintenance in the intervention group was 3.4kg 
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(range 2.2 to 8.9kg) and 3.1kg (range 3.0 to 4.2kg) in active-controls (See Supplementary Figure 1 for 
comparison of weight loss at follow-up between intervention and control groups). However, weight 
loss maintenance was not statistically significant between the intervention and active-control groups 
(mean difference 0.1kg [95% CI -2.5, 2.4; P = 0.96]). 

The two studies (Cleo and Lally) where only intervention group data were reported at follow-up (and 

not control group data) achieved mean weight loss maintenance of 5.1kg and 3.8kg after 12 and 8 

months follow-up, respectively.  

Three of the five studies reported on the proportion of participants achieving clinically beneficial 

weight loss (≥5% total body weight reduction); two of the three at post-intervention (Beeken et al, 

2017; Cleo et al, 2018) and all three at follow-up (Beeken et al, 2017; Cleo et al, 2018; Lally et al, 

2008) (Supplementary Figure 2). At post-intervention, 16-35% of participants in the intervention 

group and 4-8% in the control group had achieved clinically beneficial weight loss. Participants in the 

intervention group were therefore, 2.4 times (risk ratio) more likely to achieve clinically beneficial 

weight loss than control participants (Figure 3). At follow up, 27-65% of participants in the 

intervention group and 26% in an active-control group had achieved and maintained a reduction of 

≥5% total body weight (Supplementary Figure 2).  

We observed a moderate heterogeneity amongst studies in the follow-up analysis, however this was 

not statistically significant (I2 = 50%). 

 

Subgroup analysis 

Analyses were completed for two subgroups: active vs non-active control groups and forming habits 

vs forming + breaking habits. There was a 0.8kg mean difference favoring the intervention group, 

when comparing habit-based interventions with active controls (P = 0.01). The mean difference 

increased to 2.1kg when comparing habit-based interventions with non-active controls (P = <0.001) 

(Figure 4).  

This is a post-peer-review, pre-copyedit version of an article published in Journal of Behavioral Medicine. 
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Interventions which used forming new habits as the theoretical basis of their intervention (Beeken et 

al, 2017; Cleo et al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008), showed a statistically significant mean difference when 

compared with controls (mean difference 1.4kg; P = 0.001), however two of three of these used wait-

list controls. Interventions which used forming new habits in combination with breaking old habits did 

not show a statistically or clinically meaningful difference compared with controls (mean difference -

1.2kg; P = 0.37) (Carels et al, 2011; Carels et al, 2014; Cleo et al, 2018) (See Supplementary Figure 3 

for subgroup analysis).  

 

Quality of included studies 

Four studies were randomized controlled trials (Beeken et al, 2017; Carels, 2011; Carels, 2014; Cleo 

et al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008) and one was randomized according to intervention commencement date 

(Lally et al, 2008) (Table 1). As expected, participants and investigators of all studies were aware of 

the intervention they were receiving or delivering resulting in all studies rating as ‘high risk’ of bias 

for blinding of participants and study personnel. We displayed risk of bias outcomes for random 

sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of 

outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data and selective reporting (Figure 5). A TIDieR 

intervention summary was completed for each of the 5 studies included in this review (Table 2). This 

summary describes why the intervention was initiated, what methods and materials were used, and 

details of intervention fidelity, amongst other intervention information.  

 

Discussion 

Despite our intentions, habits influence a large proportion of our daily behaviors. If we were able to 

change our eating habits – where, when and why we eat, – we might be able to manage our weight 

more effectively. Therefore, determining if habit-change interventions are effective for weight loss 

and weight loss maintenance is important. We systematically evaluated the efficacy of habit-based 
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interventions for weight loss and weight loss maintenance in individuals with overweight and obesity.  

There was a statistically significant difference in weight loss between intervention and control 

participants after an 8 to 14 week intervention period. Participants in the intervention group were 2.4 

times more likely to achieve clinically beneficial weight loss than the control group.  

The long-term effects of habit-based interventions on weight loss maintenance were difficult to 

conclude as the interventions were compared with active-control groups (non-habit-based weight loss 

programs (Carels et al, 2014; Lally et al, 2008) and lifestyle advice with or without community 

referral (Beeken et al, 2017)). The two studies which used non-active controls (wait-list) were not 

included in the follow-up analysis as they did not measure or analyze these data. However, the single-

armed results from these two studies show that the participants had in fact achieved weight-loss 

maintenance (Cleo et al, 2018; Lally et al, 2008).  

In the current analyses, forming habits achieved greater weight loss when compared with 

forming+breaking habit interventions. However, both studies of forming+breaking habits (Carels et 

al, 2014; Carels et al, 2011) were compared with active controls. Therefore, studies comparing 

forming+breaking habits compared with non-active controls are required to determine robust 

measures of outcomes.  

Our study is strengthened by our procedures. We searched five databases and contacted authors for 

missing data or unclear practices. We also assessed the quality of the studies using the Cochrane Risk 

of Bias tool (Higgins & Green, 2011). Overall, the risk of bias was well-reported in the studies; 

however, there were some inconsistencies. One study reported the outcome assessor was not blind to 

group allocation when conducting post-assessments and two studies did not report on this (Carels et 

al, 2011; Carels et al, 2014) and were rated as unclear risk for detection bias. Due to the nature of the 

interventions, it is not possible to blind participants and personnel to treatment allocations, therefore 

all studies were rated as high risk of bias for blinding. However, clinic-measured weight is objective 

rather than self-reported so the magnitude of bias associated with inadequate blinding of participants 

is not likely to affect outcomes (Higgins & Green, 2011). Finally, knowing an intervention is effective 
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is inconsequential if it is not described well for clinicians to use. A key strength of this review was 

including a TIDieR summary of interventions. This summary provided a description of the main 

intervention components for each of the included studies for clinicians to make important judgements 

about their ability to implement these interventions in their place of work.  

The published literature on habit-based weight loss interventions is scant. This systematic review was 

limited by the small number of published studies, using habit-based interventions for weight 

management in individuals with overweight and obesity. Interventions which focus on habit-change 

theory are a novel and emerging approach to weight management. We anticipate seeing more included 

studies in future updates of this review. Also, there were varied levels of heterogeneity (I2 = 0% to 

82% [‘might not be important’ to ‘considerable heterogeneity’]) (Higgins & Green, 2011) in the 

included studies. There is considerable conceptual heterogeneity among the included studies, with 

different behavior change techniques required for forming new habits compared with disrupting old 

habits (Lally & Gardner, 2013). Despite these differences, we meta-analyzed the data as the novelty in 

all the included studies is that they are founded on habit-change theory (whether forming new habits 

or breaking old ones).  Due to the limited number of studies, meta-regression could not be conducted 

to explore study variability that might have contributed to the heterogeneity.  

The weight loss-weight regain cycle is common. Previous systematic reviews show that after a 

lifestyle program, commonly diet and exercise, an average of 46-50% of weight loss is regained just 

12-months post-treatment (Anderson et al, 2001; Barte et al, 2010; Curioni & Lourenco, 2005) and 

much of the rest over the subsequent 3 years (Roque et al, 2013). However, unlike diet and exercise 

programs, interventions which are founded on habit-change theory encourage behavior to become 

‘second nature’; therefore, the new, healthy behaviors are more resistant to change.  

Although more research is required to accurately determine the efficacy of habit-based interventions 

when compared with non-active control groups long-term, habit-change theory proposes that the 

addition of habit-change techniques to current clinical practice may increase the chances of long-term 

weight loss maintenance (Duhigg, 2013; Lally et al, 2011). For example, including contextual cues 
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when goal setting. A contextual cue is used as a trigger for the subsequent habitual behavior and must 

be personalized to each individual’s lifestyle and daily routines, e.g., “when I am eating, I will put 

away any distractions”, or “at 7am, I will go for a 30-minute brisk walk”. Using current clinical 

practice guidelines, with the addition of contextual cues, encourages an automatic response to those 

cues. Therefore, an individual is exposed to daily triggers which prompt them to perform the new 

desired behavior without depending on their memory or motivation.   

 

Conclusions 

Habit-based weight loss programs are more effective at achieving clinically beneficial weight loss 

than lifestyle advice, non-habit-based programs and waitlist post-intervention. The results presented in 

this systematic review are novel and provide a unique perspective from which to derive a new 

approach to weight management. Longer and more methodologically rigorous studies that are 

powered to examine at least a 12-month follow-up are required to determine the role of habit 

formation and disruption on weight loss maintenance.  
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Figure 2 Comparing weight loss (kg) at post-intervention between habit-based intervention and control groups 

 

 

Figure 3 Subgroup analysis comparing effect size of the proportion of participants achieving ≥5% total body weight 
reduction at post-intervention and at follow-up 
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Figure 4 Subgroup analysis comparing weight loss (kg) post-intervention between habit-based intervention and active vs 
non-active control groups 
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Figure 5 Risk of bias summary 
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Supplementary File 2: Search Strategy 

We used the following search strategies to search Pubmed to search the Cochrane Central Register 
of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Embase, CINAHL and Web of Science. There were no language or 
date restrictions. 

 

PubMed search 

("Habits"[Mesh] OR “Habits”[tiab] OR Habit[tiab]) 

AND 

(Formation[tiab] OR Disruption[tiab] OR Based[tiab] OR Breaking[tiab] OR Break[tiab]) 

AND 

("Weight Loss"[Mesh] OR “Weight loss”[tiab] OR “Weight control”[tiab] OR “Weight 
reduction”[tiab]) 

AND 

("Patient Education as Topic"[Mesh] OR "Pamphlets"[Mesh] OR "Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Weight 
Reduction Programs"[Mesh] OR "Environment Design"[Mesh] OR  “Patient education”[tiab] 
OR  Pamphlet[tiab] OR Pamphlets[tiab] OR Leaflet[tiab] OR Leaflets[tiab] OR Dietary[tiab] OR 
Diet[tiab] OR Diets[tiab] OR Food[tiab] OR Foods[tiab] OR "Weight Reduction Programs"[tiab] OR 
"Weight Reducing Programs"[tiab] OR "Weight Reduction Program"[tiab] OR "Weight Reducing 
Program"[tiab] OR "Environment Design"[tiab] OR “Environmental modification”[tiab]) 

AND 

(“randomized controlled trial”[pt] OR “controlled clinical trial”[pt] OR randomized[tiab] OR 
randomised[tiab] OR placebo[tiab] OR randomly[tiab] OR trial[tiab] OR groups[tiab] OR 
"Epidemiologic Studies"[Mesh] OR “case-control studies”[Mesh] OR “Cohort Studies”[Mesh] OR 
“case control”[tiab] OR Cohort[tiab] OR “Follow up”[tiab] OR Observational[tiab] OR 
longitudinal[tiab] OR Prospective[tiab] OR retrospective[tiab] OR “cross sectional”[tiab] OR “Cross-
Sectional Studies”[Mesh] OR Investigated[tiab] OR Analysis[tiab] OR Statistics[tiab] OR Data[tiab] OR 
"statistics and numerical data"[sh] OR "epidemiology"[sh]) 
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Cochrane CENTRAL 

([mh Habits] OR Habits:ti,ab OR Habit:ti,ab) 

AND 

(Formation:ti,ab OR Disruption:ti,ab OR Based:ti,ab OR Breaking:ti,ab OR Break:ti,ab) 

AND 

([mh "Weight Loss"] OR "Weight loss":ti,ab OR "Weight control":ti,ab OR "Weight reduction":ti,ab) 

AND 

([mh "Patient Education as Topic"] OR [mh Pamphlets] OR [mh "Diet, Reducing"] OR [mh "Weight 
Reduction Programs"] OR [mh "Environment Design"] OR "Patient education":ti,ab OR 
Pamphlet:ti,ab OR Pamphlets:ti,ab OR Leaflet:ti,ab OR Leaflets:ti,ab OR Dietary:ti,ab OR Diet:ti,ab OR 
Diets:ti,ab OR Food:ti,ab OR Foods:ti,ab OR "Weight Reduction Programs":ti,ab OR "Weight 
Reducing Programs":ti,ab OR "Weight Reduction Program":ti,ab OR "Weight Reducing 
Program":ti,ab OR "Environment Design":ti,ab OR "Environmental modification":ti,ab) 

  

Embase 

('Habit'/exp OR Habits:ti,ab OR Habit:ti,ab) 

AND 

(Formation:ti,ab OR Disruption:ti,ab OR Based:ti,ab OR Breaking:ti,ab OR Break:ti,ab) 

AND 

('weight reduction'/exp OR "Weight loss":ti,ab OR "Weight control":ti,ab OR "Weight 
reduction":ti,ab) 

AND 

('Patient Education'/exp OR 'publication'/exp OR 'diet therapy'/exp OR 'weight loss program'/exp OR 
'environmental planning'/exp OR "Patient education":ti,ab OR Pamphlet:ti,ab OR Pamphlets:ti,ab OR 
Leaflet:ti,ab OR Leaflets:ti,ab OR Dietary:ti,ab OR Diet:ti,ab OR Diets:ti,ab OR Food:ti,ab OR 
Foods:ti,ab OR "Weight Reduction Programs":ti,ab OR "Weight Reducing Programs":ti,ab OR 
"Weight Reduction Program":ti,ab OR "Weight Reducing Program":ti,ab OR "Environment 
Design":ti,ab OR "Environmental modification":ti,ab) 

AND 

(random* OR factorial OR crossover OR placebo OR blind OR blinded OR assign OR assigned OR 
allocate OR allocated OR 'crossover procedure'/exp OR 'double-blind procedure'/exp OR 
'randomized controlled trial'/exp OR 'single-blind procedure'/exp OR 'epidemiology'/exp OR 
'controlled study'/exp OR 'cohort analysis'/exp OR "case control":ti,ab OR Cohort:ti,ab OR "Follow 
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up":ti,ab OR Observational:ti,ab OR longitudinal:ti,ab OR Prospective:ti,ab OR retrospective:ti,ab OR 
"cross sectional":ti,ab OR 'Cross-Sectional Studies'/exp OR Investigated:ti,ab OR Analysis:ti,ab OR 
Statistics:ti,ab OR Data:ti,ab) 

  

CINAHL 

((MH "Habits+") OR TI Habits OR AB Habits OR TI Habit OR AB Habit) 

AND 

(TI Formation OR AB Formation OR TI Disruption OR AB Disruption OR TI Based OR AB Based OR TI 
Breaking OR AB Breaking OR TI Break OR AB Break) 

AND 

((MH "Weight Loss+") OR TI "Weight loss" OR AB "Weight loss" OR TI "Weight control" OR AB 
"Weight control" OR TI "Weight reduction" OR AB "Weight reduction") 

AND 

((MH "Patient Education+") OR (MH "Pamphlets+") OR (MH "Diet, Reducing+") OR (MH "Weight 
Reduction Programs+") OR TI "Patient education" OR AB "Patient education" OR TI Pamphlet OR AB 
Pamphlet OR TI Pamphlets OR AB Pamphlets OR TI Leaflet OR AB Leaflet OR TI Leaflets OR AB 
Leaflets OR TI Dietary OR AB Dietary OR TI Diet OR AB Diet OR TI Diets OR AB Diets OR TI Food OR AB 
Food OR TI Foods OR AB Foods OR TI "Weight Reduction Programs" OR AB "Weight Reduction 
Programs" OR TI "Weight Reducing Programs" OR AB "Weight Reducing Programs" OR TI "Weight 
Reduction Program" OR AB "Weight Reduction Program" OR TI "Weight Reducing Program" OR AB 
"Weight Reducing Program" OR TI "Environment Design" OR AB "Environment Design" OR TI 
"Environmental modification" OR AB "Environmental modification") 

AND 

((MH "Clinical Trials+") OR (MH "Quantitative Studies") OR TI placebo* OR AB placebo* OR (MH 
"Placebos") OR (MH "Random Assignment") OR TI random* OR AB random* OR TI ((singl* or doubl* 
or tripl* or trebl*) W1 (blind* or mask*)) OR AB ((singl* or doubl* or tripl* or trebl*) W1 (blind* or 
mask*)) OR TI clinic* trial* OR AB clinic* trial* OR PT clinical trial OR (MH "Epidemiological 
Research+") OR (MH "Study Design+") OR TI "case control" OR AB "case control" OR TI Cohort OR AB 
Cohort OR TI "Follow up" OR AB "Follow up" OR TI Observational OR AB Observational OR TI 
longitudinal OR AB longitudinal OR TI Prospective OR AB Prospective OR TI retrospective OR AB 
retrospective OR TI "cross sectional" OR AB "cross sectional" OR TI Investigated OR AB Investigated 
OR TI Analysis OR AB Analysis OR TI Statistics OR AB Statistics OR TI Data OR AB Data) 
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Web of Science 

(Habits OR Habit) 

AND 

(Formation OR Disruption OR Breaking OR Break) 

AND 

("Weight Loss" OR "Weight loss" OR "Weight control" OR "Weight reduction") 

AND 

("Patient Education as Topic" OR Pamphlets OR "Diet, Reducing" OR "Weight Reduction Programs" 
OR "Environment Design" OR "Patient education" OR Pamphlet OR Pamphlets OR Leaflet OR Leaflets 
OR Dietary OR Diet OR Diets OR "Weight Reduction Programs" OR "Weight Reducing Programs" OR 
"Weight Reduction Program" OR "Weight Reducing Program" OR "Environment Design" OR 
"Environmental modification") 

AND 

(Trial OR randomized OR randomised OR placebo OR randomly OR groups OR "Epidemiologic 
Studies" OR Epidemiological OR "case-control studies" OR "Cohort Studies" OR "case control" OR 
Cohort OR "Follow up" OR Observational OR longitudinal OR Prospective OR retrospective OR "cross 
sectional" OR "Cross-Sectional Studies" OR Investigated OR Analysis OR Statistics OR Data) 
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Supplementary Table 1 Descriptive data of excluded studies  

Study reference Baseline weight, 
kg* 

Mean age, years Intervention 
theory 

Duration of 
intervention 
(weeks) 

Follow-up 
(months) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

Beeken, 2011 Pre-intervention 
(no data) 

Pre-intervention 
(no data) 

Forming habits 12 24 Duplicate 

Beeken, 2014 100.8 (±17.2) 59 (IQR 48.7-66.8) Forming habits 12 24 Duplicate 
Fletcher, 2011 29.6kg/m2 (± 4.8) 44.2 (± 7.3) Breaking habits 4 2 Non-randomised 
Kraschnewski, 2010 93.2 (±14.4) 50 (± 10.9) Lifestyle program 12 nil Not habit-based 
Page, 2008 30kg/m2 (± 5.7) 44.4 (±8.7) Breaking habits 4 2-3 Non-randomised 
Ter Bogt, 2011 88 56 (± 7.7) Lifestyle program 1 x baseline session 8 (visits) 

12 (telephone) 
Not habit-based 

Abbreviations: kg = kilogram; BMI = Body Mass Index; IQR = Interquartile range.  
* BMI (kg/m2) was used if weight (kg) not reported 
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Supplementary Figure 1 Comparing weight loss (kg) at follow-up between intervention and control groups 
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Supplementary Figure 2 Proportion of participants achieving ≥5% total body weight reduction at post-intervention and follow-up  
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Supplementary Figure 3 Subgroup analysis comparing weight loss (kg) between forming habits and a combination of forming and breaking habits  

 




